A family of critical curves that lie in the range of a class of Poincare halfmaps induced by a saddle focus in three-space is investigated analytically. It comprises all "far final points" of the images of invariant curves that are subject to a separating mechanism. The number of branches occurring on a specific critical curve is directly related to the type of separating mechanism present in the halfmap. Moreover, universal properties of the saddle-focus dynamics are demonstrated for the first time.
Introduction
This is the third paper of a series investigating the properties of Poincare halfmaps induced by the flow of a saddle-focus in three space. In the first two parts [1, 2] we treated structures responsible for the appearance of chaotic solutions. (In [3] a proof for a family of homoclinic trajectories in the present class of systems is given, so that the theorem that assures the existence of chaos in the neighborhood of a homoclinic orbit described in [4, 5] could be applied. See also [6] for a numerical example of a chaotic solution in the present piecewise-linear system.) Unlike the previous papers, in which the domains of the halfmaps were considered, in the following the emphasize will be on the ranges of these maps.
As mentioned in [2] , the family of invariant curves of a halfmap is subdivided into those members that are subject to a separating mechanism and those that are not. For the latter type the halfmap acts more or less like a "reflection" along the line W (that separates the domain, S~, and the range, S + ) [1] , Since this type of behavior does not entail any interesting dynamical consequences, it can be omitted here.
In the other, interesting case, the invariant curves are intersected by a branch cut, the critical spiral y [2] , Adjacent points on both sides of this curve are separated, that is, are mapped elsewhere far apart from each other (see specifically Figs. 8-10 of [1] for the action of the halfmap P on an ß-curve, a
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simple, and a complicated isola, respectively). While the image of a point from the critical spiral is located on the line segment W s (see [2] ), the exit point of the trajectory starting there is from S + . If the overall system fulfills the existence and uniqueness criteria of [7] , a point of contact of a trajectory with S is an exit and at the same time a re-entry point (whereby the second halfmap acts as the identity). If one constructs cp explicitly, for all values of the canonical parameters, one finds both physically meaningful together with meaningless segments.
The relevant portions must then be found applying a specific selection rule. It will turn out that the number of branches that contribute to <p equals unity plus the number of self-intersection points characteristic for the corresponding critical spiral.
Moreover, the selection rule yields a charting of the canonical parameter space that is equivalent to the one presented in [2] , At the same time it allows to demonstrate the existence of universal properties of the saddle-focus dynamics.
A main technical result will be the location of "far final points" (that is, the exit points of trajectories starting at "first cutting open points" [2] ).
This means that the images of all invariant curves that intersect the critical spiral are known completely.
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The Curve <p
In order to utilize the techniques developed previously. we treat the range of the halfmap, that is to be considered here, as the domain of its inverse.
Since the flow that induces P [1] in [1] , all geometric structures (specifically all invariant curves r) remain the same as before, treated explicitly in [1] , Although the dynamics to be considered here is given by (2), whenever we talk about "trajectories" we shall implicitly adopt the opposite time direction -in order to obtain an interpretation that is consistent with the previous papers.
Let us now formulate the halfmap induced by the flow of (2) . The function u (controlling the switching of dynamics) in the present case reads
cf. [1] . (For the definitions of rj(x) and c, see 
The formalism of critical curves (developed in [8, 9] ) now yields for the "numerator and denominator functions" z and n: and [2] ). Compared to the analogous expression for z and n in [2] (see also [9] for another one), "just a few signs" are changed.
These modifications, nevertheless, result in a completely different behavior of x T and of all structures derived from this central quantity. A concrete visual example of x r and cp is presented in Figure 1 .
The latter curve shown is called cp since the critical curve cp, that we are looking for eventually has to be extracted from this object by applying specific selection rules (see below). co (8 b) Hence the limiting structure of the poles and the zeros of x T is known explicitly. This will be a great help in analyzing cp itself.
The Critical Curve cp
In order to obtain cp, we have to select those exit points of touching trajectories that contribute regularly to the halfmap [2] . Two selection rules can be read off immediately from Analogously to the situation found for the critical spiral, the present selection rule cuts out certain r-intervals (mapping times). These intervals cannot be determined explicitly. They can, however, be gained easily with the aid of a computer, as will be shown below.
In order to obtain cp via ,v s , the x-component of its image, we also need the derivative of the latter function. So we define: In order to investigate As, let us first look at its limiting behavior. From (7) we know that lim xs(r) = xw and for its derivative we find, after In general a new branch of cp always comes into existence together with a pair of zeros in Z)3 -that is, whenever we cross a curve £>k in the canonical parameter space. This is a consequence of the fact 
The Curves n k Revisited
A remarkable property follows from (10) above.
The curves ßk in parameter space are characterized by degenerate zeros of D, [2] or, equivalently, Z)3.
A sufficient condition for this situation to appear is a simultaneous zero of 2 and n. Hence the may be obtained by looking for parameters where x\ k and xf k coincide (at x k ). This can be done much faster than to solve the more complicated Eqs. (34) and (36) of [2] simultaneously. In consequence the charting of the canonical parameter space, that was obtained previously from the properties of the critical spiral [2] , is now reproduced by the behavior of cp (compare Fig. 6 here to Fig. 6 of [2] ).
Along the Q k we find, without knowing the 
which differs from the value (g/3) a w of (11). This is due to the fact that at t §(=0), the denominator function n vanishes to second order whereas for all A > 0 the zeros of n are simple.
To visualize the consequences of the bifurcations that appear along the curves Q k , let us look at the implicit equations and 
•(T^e,©) =0
is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. We then may apply
Q which is analogous to (16), to obtain
we see that the power series expansion of the numerator of (18) starts with a second-order term, while J itself vanishes linearly as g approaches zero.
Hence for small values of Q the derivative of Q k x c k tends towards zero. For the other limit, g -* oo, the numerator of (20) behaves like Q\/g~. In this case J converges towards
and thus the derivative in question vanishes there too.
The simple behavior of Q k x k obviously reflects the similarity of freshly created doubly touching trajectories. The difference between them is dominated by an extra turn around the real eigenvector of the saddle-focus.
The Complete Halfmap
Now that we have obtained a complete picture of The innermost turns of y, up to the point sk (see Fig. 8 b) , are mapped onto the interval (0, ck] of Ws.
This latter portion is mapped again, by P, onto the arc h's'k of (p. On reaching sk, the critical spiral becomes disconnected (a r-interval is cut out of its domain [2] ) and it continues in bk (on the same isola).
The arc bksk-U extending from the re-start point to the next point of self-intersection, is then mapped onto (ck,ck-1] and further onto sks'k_\\ and so on.
Eventually as the spiral re-starts in b\, the arc from 
Discussion
This paper concludes the treatment of separating mechanisms in Poincare halfmaps induced by a saddle-focus in three space. These mechanisms were shown to be responsible for the appearance of chaotic solutions in the overall dynamical systemprovided an appropriate second halfmap is present 
